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THE STRONGEST POISON. By Mark Lane. Hawthorn. 494 
pp. $12.95 

By KENNETH WOODEN 

'WHITE NIGHT by John Nugent is an accurate, fast 
PT moving, analytical account of Jim Jones and his 

People's Temple organization. Unlike Mark Lane, Nugent 
sticks to the issue of Jonestown and the bizarre events 
that thrust it into national and international focus. 

Nugent, a correspondent and advisor on Africa who 
specializes in Third World affairs, has written a compre- 
hensive and easy to read account of the facts about Jones- 
town and the questions still left unanswered. As he traces 
Jones' "ministry" from Indiana to the final moments in 
Guyana, we see a power hungry, religious hustler whose 
mind is gradually being destroyed by drugs. 

Nugent's treatment of the influence the late, legendary 
cult leader, Father Divine of Philadelphia, had on Jones is 
brilliant and fascinating. A weekend with Divine "meta-
morphosed" Jones: The "maverick" became a "me-
galomaniac" and the "similarities in their careers and 
operating styles [were] uncanny." 

While Jones was always a quasi-religious person, he was 
foremost a master politician. California, especially San 
Francisco, was made to order for his vision of building a 
coalition of senior citizens who loved that old-fashioned 
religion of songs and preaching, and youth, lonely men 
and women, whose battle with poverty, war and racism 
was begging for an outlet. Unfortunately, the coalition 
become a caldron. 

Until the government releases the copious tapes and 
files on the People's Temple that will provide a better un- 
derstanding of what happened at Jonestown and why it 
happened, White Night stands far above any other book 
written to date, as an important insight into that signifi- 
cant and tragic event. 	 / 

Mark Lane's narrative of the Jonestown tragedy, on the 
other hand, is self-serving, egotistical and intellectually 
dishonest It is first and foremost a book about the 
author. It is Lane who is persecuted by the "intelligence 
gathering community and their faithful servants, the 
media." The real victims of Jim Jones' madness are used 
like junior high school stage props in this dreadful 482-
page account of Lane's personal problems with the press. 

The controversial author (Rush to Judgement) charact-
erizes Jones as one of his own ilk—a martyr unfairly per-
secuted by the media and the government. While he 
minimizes the cult leader's behavioral patterns of theft, 

extortion, drug addiction, rape, assorted sexual perv4- 

sign and mass murder, he portrays Tim Stoen (Jones'  for-

mer legal advisor and a high official of People's Temple) 
as the real villain. 

In fact, Stoen ultimately became another victim _of  
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own modern vineyard. 	 ' 

Surprisingly often there were paintings on garden 

walls, and these are given much attention in the book. 
They are not, by the way, pornographic. 

	

t 	Or consider the matter of garden pools. Jashemski not 

only illustrates them lavishly, but gives their measure- 

( meats. Some are only a yard square and three inches 

deep. Others are more than six feet deep and the size of a 
swimming pool. Some have fountains—Jasheinski goes 
into great detail on exactly what kinds of fountains. 

There is information on the town water supply, and plc- 

	

- 	tures of the curious brick water towers, from which 

water was distributed to townsmen and their gardens. 

One does not expect, when he picks up the book, to be 
so soon involved in urban planning, in the wool and fish-
sauce business (important local industries) or the nature 
of family altars. But Jashemski quickly saw that these old 

	

s 	gardens were intimately connected with life at all levels. 

	

:, 	Her information is massive, her eye for detail is telling, 
and her eminent good sense and modesty are all-pervad-
ing. Hers is an extraordinary book, which may well have 

astonished her publishers who, to do them credit, have 

	

e 	exerted themselves vastly to produce a book that is not 

	

it 	less than stunning. Both the National Endowment for the 

	

y 	Humanities and the University of Maryland's general re- 
z- search board gave money towards this book, and doubt-

less now congratulate themselves on a buck well spent. CI 
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Jones' paranoia in a "Confidential—Attorney/Client 
Memo" to the cult leadership on September 27, 1979: 

"Even a cursory examination reveals that there lias 
been a coordinated campaign to destroy the PT and to im-
pugn the reputation of its leader, Bishop Jim Jones. This _ 
campaign has involved . . . the CIA, FBI, IRS, the U.S. 
Post Office and the FCC and their agents and employ- 

According to two families who survived the "suicides" 
and talked with Washington lawyer, Joseph H. Blatch-
ford, Lane told the people of Jonestown over the loud 
speakers and radio that the FBI and CIA would torture 
them if they ever talked to them. 

The paradox of Lane's new conspiracy—the govern-
ment/media plot to destroy People's Temple—is that, in 
reality, Jones had powerful political connections at the 
local, state and federal levels. A point of fact is that con-
cerned relatives, who fought to save their loved ones, 
found themselves at dead ends in every direction. Most 
bureaucrats, at best, looked the other way. 	- 

Much of Lane's inside information comes from Terri 
Buford, who defected from People's Temple three weeks 
before the tragedy and found "political sanctuary" in 
Lane's own home. While hiding the very person his 
client, Jim Jones, wanted found, Lane learned of the bi-
zarre behavior of Jones. Buford discloSed an earlier 
threat and actual attempt to kill over 500 people by burn-
ing them in a warehouse if Jones was forced to turn John 
Victor Stoen over to his parents. She also confided that 
Jones was a drug addict: "He was sustained by a mor-
phine substitute, injectable Valium, various barbituates 
and codeine . . . In addition, he drank Cognac," that he 
kept an armed "concentration camp" and used perverted 
sex for purposes of control and destruction of his follow-
ers. 

One wonders why Terri Buford, armed with this dia-
bolical information, worked "the Hill" in Washington 
with Marci Jones, to spread word of 'the virtues of their 
leader. Nowhere in this book, do we find Lane or Buford 
sharing her revelations with anyone who could have pre-
vented the Jonestown disister, not even Congressman 
Leo Ryan. 

Lade winds it all up by saying that his bad press is 
. worse than the fate of 276 children: 

"There is indeed a poison in our land. It is stronger than 
the poison placed in the mouths of the children of Jones-
town. Until we recognize it understand its virulence and 
act against it, our pretensions of a free press in an open 
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actions toward the community and by trying to open 
lines of communications between Jonestown and fair and 
responsible journalists within the United States." 

What Lane actually, did, however, was expertly to feed  

society are but a sad and painful mockery of what might 
have been." 

The strongest poison is Mark Lane. Both he and the 
book are an affront to any informed person. Nothing has 
been served except to desecrate the deaths' of innocent 
people who were misled by Jones and those who apolo- 
gize for him/And that includes Mark Lane. 	0 


